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Abstract. Ontology mapping is becoming a crucial aspect in providing the background knowledge
required for solving heterogeneity problems between semantically described data sources, and accessing
distributed information repositories. Developing such ontology mapping has been a core issue of recent
ontology research. In this paper we present a three-layer framework to (semi-)automatically discovering
and using ontology mapping. We show how such resulting mapping is used for resolving semantic
interrogation tasks, and enabling runtime semantic interoperability across heterogeneous information
systems using semantic web technologies.
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1 Introduction

Intuitively, ontologies can be seen as defining the basic
terms and relations of a domain of interest, as well as
the rules for combining these terms and relations [11].
They are considered to be an important technology for
the semantic Web. Ontologies are used for communica-
tion between people and organizations by providing a
common terminology over a domain. They provide the
basis for interoperability between systems. They can
be used for making the content in information sources
explicit and serve as an index to a repository of informa-
tion. Further, they can be used as a basis for integration
of information sources and as a query model for infor-
mation sources. They also support clearly separating
domain knowledge from application-based knowledge
as well as validation of data sources. Many ontholo-
gies have already been developed and many of these
ontologies contain overlapping information. Often we

would therefore want to be able to use multiple ontolo-
gies. For instance, companies may want to use com-
munity standard ontologies and use them together with
company-specific ontologies. Applications may need
to use ontologies from different areas or from different
views on one area. Ontology builders may want to use
already existing ontologies as the basis for the creation
of new ontologies by extending the existing ontologies
or by combining knowledge from different smaller on-
tologies. So to bring together these disparate source on-
tologies, two approaches are possible: (1) merging the
ontologies to create a single coherent ontology, or (2)
aligning the ontologies by establishing links between
them and allowing the aligned ontologies to reuse in-
formation from one another. Ontology merging is the
process of generating a single, coherent ontology from
two or more existing and different ontologies related to
the same subject [20]. A merged single coherent on-



tology includes information from all source ontologies
but is more or less unchanged. The original ontologies
have similar or overlapping domains but they are unique
and not revisions of the same ontology [21]. Ontol-
ogy alignment is the task of creating links between two
original ontologies. Ontology alignment is made if the
sources become consistent with each other but are kept
separate [18]. Ontology alignment is made when they
usually have complementary domains.

Until now, ontology designers have performed this
complicated process of ontology merging and alignment
mostly by hand, without any tools to automate the process
or to provide a specialized interface. It is unrealistic
to hope that merging or alignment at the semantic level
could be performed completely automatically. It is, how-
ever, possible to use a hybrid approach where a system
performs selected operations automatically and suggests
other likely points of alignment or merging. Some re-
searchers view the mapping process as an integral part
of alignment or merging. Clearly, mapping is an es-
sential aspect of alignment and could also be used to
initiate merging.

In this paper we present a three-layer framework
to (semi-)automatically discovering and using ontology
mapping. We show how such resulting mapping is used
for resolving semantic interrogation tasks, and enabling
interoperability across heterogeneous information sys-
tems using semantic web technologies. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
overall of our framework. Section 3 describes the map-
ping discovery and representation layer. Section 4 ex-
plains some features of the semantic query layer. Sec-
tion 5 presents the implementation of our system and
details some experimental result. Finally, Section 6 con-
tains concluding remarks and suggests some future works.

2 The overall framework

The overall system architecture, as shown in figure 1,
involves the following layers:

• The information source layer includes a set of data
sources which typically store their data in relational
databases. Each data source is related to a local
ontology by semantic relationship. Data sources
schemas are mapped into corresponding classes or
properties defined in the local ontology.

• At the mapping discovery layer, a mapping gener-
ation process produces semantic correspondences
between the local ontologies. The discovered map-
ping is encoded using standardized mapping repre-
sentation languages.

• At the semantic query layer a form-based query
interface is offered to construct semantic queries
over the set of ontology mapping. A semantic query
is automatically generated at runtime, and submit-
ted to the semantic query engine, where the query
will be rewritten into a set of SQL queries using
mapping contained in the ontology mapping reg-
istry. Finally, the results of SQL queries will be
merged and forwarded back to the end-user.

Figure 1: Ontology mapping and semantic querying framework

3 Ontology mapping layer

Ontology mapping is one of the core tasks for ontology
interoperability. A systematic and epistemological ac-
count of ontology mapping and its related definitions is
provided in the surveys of [13] for ontology mapping,
[23] for database schema matching, and [17] for com-
bined views of these two mapping regimes. Due to the
wide range of expressions used in this area (merging,
alignment, integration etc.), we adopt the following de-
finition for the term mapping: "Given two ontologies
O1 and O2, mapping one ontology onto another means
that for each entity (concept C, relation R, or instance
I) in the source ontology O1, we find a corresponding
entity, which has the same intended meaning, in the tar-
get ontology O2" [8].

The mapping generation methods basically operate
in three phases. Firstly, given two ontologies, how do
we find the similarities between them and how do we



determine which concepts and properties represent sim-
ilar notions. Second, according to the similarity mea-
sures obtained in the first step, the methods specify how
to represent the mapping between entities. Finally the
resulting mapping is used for various interrogation tasks
(e.g. query answering, web-service composition, etc.)

3.1 Mapping discovery

The task of finding mapping has been an active area
of research in both database and ontology communi-
ties [13, 23]. We identify two major architectures for
mapping discovery between ontologies. For the first
approach, finding correspondences between two exten-
sions can be facilitated by a general upper ontology
[16]. The second set of approaches comprises heuristics-
based or machine learning techniques that use various
characteristics of ontologies, such as their structure, de-
finitions of concepts, and instances of classes, to find
mapping. To compare two entities from two different
ontologies, one considers their characteristics, i.e. their
features [8]. The features of ontological entities are ex-
tracted from extensional and intentional ontology defi-
nitions [8]. Each of the features can be used to calculate
ontology mapping function between the entities of the
ontologies to be mapped based on similarities measures.

Definition 1. A similarity measure is a real-valued
function Sim(x, y) : O × O → [0, 1] measuring the
degree of similarity between the two entities x and y.
Sim(x, y) = 1 → x = y: two entities are identical.
Sim(x, y) = 0: two entities are different and have no
common characteristics.

Definition 2. Formally we define an ontology map-
ping function, Map : O1 → O2

Map(eO1) = eO2 , if Sim(eO1 , eO2) > threshold.
where: Oi is an ontology; eOi are entities of Oi and
Sim(eO1 , eO2) is a similarity function between two en-
tities eO1 and eO2 .

In what follow, we will introduce a set of rules for
lexical, structural, and taxonomic based mapping dis-
covery between ontologies.

3.1.1 Lexical-based mapping discovery

The more evident method for relating two entities is to
look at the label describing them. This label generally
consists of one term that has to be compared with the
labels of the other ontology. Several ideas have already
been created to compare tow strings.

String distance String distance or string similarity al-
gorithms take as an input two strings and return a value
indicating the distance or similarity between them.

Rule 1. Two entities are identical if they have the same
identifier (e.g. URIs) or the same name (e.g. RDF la-
bel).

For two concepts e1 and e2, the string similarity
measure Simstri can be given based on edit distance,
which is shown in equation (1).

Simstri(e1, e2) = max(0, min(|e1,e2|−ed(e1,e2)
min(|e1,e2| ) ∈ [0, 1]

(1)

Where ed is the edit distance formulated by Levenshtein
[14]. It measures the minimum number of token inser-
tions, deletions, and substitutions required to transform
one string into another.

Lexical semantics The technique reviewed above is
efficient but need to be completed. Two terms may
be similar even if they are completely differently spelt.
This is the example of synonyms. More generally, two
terms having a related sense deserve to be somehow re-
lated. In order to be able to capture these relations be-
tween the terms, it is necessary to get their semantics.
The lexical semantics similarity measure explores the
semantic meanings of the word constituents by using
external resources, like user-defined lexica and/or dic-
tionaries (e.g. Wordnet, [10]) to help identify synonyms
in matching.

Rule 2. Two entities are identical if they are synonyms.

For two concepts e1 and e2, the lexical semantics
similarity measure Simlsem can be given using the Word-
Net synsets (i.e. term for a sense or a meaning by a
group of synonyms) based on the equation (2).

Simlsem(e1, e2) = 1/length(e1, e2) (2)

Where length is the length of the shortest path between
two entities using node-counting.
Based on equation (1) and (2), we give the lexical sim-
ilarity equation as (3).

Simlexi(e1, e2) = max[Simstri(e1, e2), Simlsem(e1, e2)]

(3)

3.1.2 Structure-based mapping discovery

Lexical similarity measure is not sufficient. This sec-
tion presents how the concept’s structure and property’s



structure, helps in finding similarities between ontolo-
gies. A concept’s structure includes its properties and
relations. A property’s structure includes its domain,
range, and constraints. The structure based similarity
of two concepts is defined by the combined similarity
between the two concept’s structures.

Rule 3. Two concepts are equal if their properties are
equal.

Simstru(e1, e2) =
�n

i=1
�m

j=1(Simprop(pi,pj))

(n+m)/2 (4)

Where pi and pj are the properties of e1 and e2 respec-
tively. n and m are the properties number of e1, e2 re-
spectively.

Rule 4. Two properties are equal if one of the following
conditions can be satisfied:
(i) They have the same name (using Rule 1).
(ii) The domain and the range of the two properties are
equal.

Simprop(pi, pj) = max(Simlexi(pi, pj),
Sim(pdom

i ,pdom
j )+Sim(pran

i ,pran
j )

2 ) (5)

where pdom
i , pran

i and pdom
j , pran

j are the domain and
the range of the proprieties pi and pj respectively.

3.1.3 Taxonomy-based mapping discovery

It is tempting to use back-propagation in the inheritance
hierarchy, as we did for structure matching. That is,
if two concepts have similar specializations (general-
ization), the concepts are probably related. Given two
concepts, we estimate their similarity by comparing the
similarities of their ascendants (descendants).

Rule 5. Two concepts are similar if their sub-concepts
are the same.

The similarity about sub-concepts of two concepts e1

and e2 is denoted as Simsubc which is shown as equa-
tion (6).

Simsubc(e1, e2) =
�l

i=1
�k

j=1(Sim(e1di
,e2dj

))

(l+k)/2 (6)

Where e1di
and e2dj

are the sub-concepts of e1 and e2

respectively. l and k are the sub-concepts number of
e1, e2 respectively.

Rule 6. Two concepts are similar if their super-concepts
are the same.

The similarity about super-concepts of two concepts e1

and e2 is denoted as Simsupc which is shown as equa-
tion (7).

Simsubp(e1, e2) =
�t

i=1
�v

j=1(Sim(e1ai
,e2aj

))

(t+v)/2 (7)

Where e1ai
and e2aj

are the super-concepts of e1

and e2 respectively. t and v are the sub-concepts num-
ber of e1, e2 respectively.

Based on equation (6) and (7), we give the concep-
tual similarity equation as (8).

Simtaxo(e1, e2) = [Wsubc ∗ Simsubc(e1, e2) + Wsupc ∗
Simsupc(e1, e2)]/(Wsubc + Wsupc) (8)

With Wsubc and Wsupc being the weights which indi-
cates the importance of the similarity methods Simsubc,
and Simsupc respectively.

3.1.4 Similarities aggregation

To achieve high accuracy for a large variety of ontolo-
gies, a single similarity method may be unlikely to be
successful. Hence, combining different similarity meth-
ods is an effective way. For this purpose, many ap-
proaches combining the results of several independently
executed mapping algorithms are proposed [5], [6], [7],
[15], [19]. There are two kinds of approaches to com-
bine multiple similarity methods: hybrid and composite
combination [5].
Hybrid approach is the most common where different
mapping criteria (e.g. name, structure) are used within
a single algorithm. Typically these criteria are fixed and
used in a specific way. By contrast, a composite map-
ping approach combines the results of several indepen-
dently executed mapping algorithms, which can be sim-
ple of hybrid. This allows for a high flexibility, as there
is the potential for selecting the mapping algorithms to
be executed based on the mapping task at hand. In this
paper, we exploit the later to combine multiple simi-
larity methods in ontology mapping. A combination of
the so far presented rules leads to better mapping results
compared to using only one at a time. A general equa-
tion for this integration task can be given by the follow-
ing average over the weighted similarity methods.

Sim(e1, e2) = [Wl∗Simlexi(e1, e2)+Ws∗Simstru(e1, e2)

+Wt ∗ Simtaxo(e1, e2)]/(Wl + Ws + Wt) (9)

With Wl, Ws, Wt being the weights which indicates the
importance of the similarity methods Simlexi, Simstru,
and Simtaxo respectively. The weights could be as-



signed manually or learned, e.g. through maximization
of the f-measure of a training set.

3.1.5 Process

We briefly introduce a canonical process that subsumes
all the mapping discovery steps illustrated in figure 1.
It is started with two ontologies, which are going to be
mapped onto one another, as its input.

Similarity methods execution. A main step during
mapping discovery is the execution of multiple inde-
pendent mapping algorithms based on all the introduced
similarity measures (equation 1 through equation 9).
Each algorithm determines similarity values between a
candidate mappings (e1, e2) based on their definitions
in O1 and O2, respectively. Each mapping algorithm
determines an intermediate mapping result according to
the similarity value between 0 and 1 for each possible
candidate mapping. The result of the mapping execu-
tion phase with k algorithms, m entities in O1 and n
entities in O2 is a k × m × n cube of similarity val-
ues, which is stored in the repository for later strategies
detection and combination steps.

Similarity methods combination. By multiple map-
ping algorithms, there are several similarity values for
a candidate mapping (e1, e2). For example, one is the
similarity of their name and another one is the similar-
ity of their structure. This step is to derive the com-
bined mapping result from the individual algorithm re-
sults stored in the similarity cube. For each combi-
nation of ontology entities the algorithm-specific sim-
ilarity values are aggregated into a combined similarity
value, e.g. by taking the average or maximum value.

Mapping discovery. This step uses the individual or
combined similarity values to derive mappings between
entities from O1 to O2. Some mechanisms here are, us-
ing thresholds or maximum values for similarity map-
pings, performing relaxation labeling [2], or other cri-
teria. The mapping process supports an optional de-
signer interaction phase for mapping correction. The
designer’s specified mappings will influence the simi-
larity computations for the neighborhood of the respec-
tive entities and thus can improve the mapping accu-
racy of structural algorithms. Eventually, the output is a
mapping table including multiple entries of Map(e1, e2)
from O1 to O2.

3.2 Mapping representation

The discovered mapping is encoded using standardized
mapping representation languages [24]. The language
provide a formalism for describing a mapping element
as a 5-uple: <id, e1, e2, n, R>, where id is a unique
identifier of the given mapping element; e1 and e2 are
the entities (Concepts, properties, relations) of the first
and the second ontology respectively; n is a similar-
ity measure in some mathematical structure (typically
in the [0,1] range) holding for the correspondence be-
tween the entities e1 and e2; R is a relation holding
between the entities e1 and e2.
The relation R is defined based on the confidence mea-
sure. If Sim(e1, e2) = 1 then R is equivalence (=)
relation. If Sim(e1, e2) = 0 then R is disjointness (⊥)
relation. If Sim(e1, e2) > t (threshold) then R is sub-
sume (⊇) relation.

To illustrate our mapping discovery and represen-
tation process, we take as input a set of simplified on-
tologies concerning travel, accommodation and attrac-
tion sites. The ontologies share some related concepts
and relations. The execution of multiple mapping dis-
covery algorithms described above, will generate the e-
Tourism ontology describing tourism domain described
by a set of ontology mapping (see Figure 2). The map-

Figure 2: Example of simplified e-tourism ontology

ping rules are stored in RDF format. For example, cost
of the accommodation ontology is equivalent to price of
the attraction ontology. This mapping rule is formulated
as follow:
<map>
<entity1 rdf:resource=’URL1’/>
<entity2 rdf:resource=’URL2’/>
<measure rdf:datatype=’&xsd;float’> Value </measure>
<relation> relation </relation>
</map>

4 The semantic query layer

We select SPARQL [22] as our query language which
is declarative, expressive and efficient for repositories



based on RDF graph (compatible with OWL). In SPA-
RQL, an SQL-like query describes desired graph pat-
terns with some variables and the selected boundable
variables are selected as query result.

At the query layer, semantic query engine is used to
process semantic SPARQL queries. Firstly, it gets map-
ping information from the semantic ontology mapping
registry to decompose the semantic SPARQL query into
a set of SPARQL sub-queries and to translate them to
SQL sub-queries. Afterward, the SQL sub-queries are
dispatched toward the specific data sources. Finally,
the results of SQL sub-queries will be recomposed and
transformed back to semantically-enriched format in a
way that the user indicates. Figure 3 illustrates a query
expressed in SPARQL. The query allows selecting the
hotels in ’Paris’ that have a cost lower than 60 euros,
and displaying all its museums. The original query is
translated into a set of SPARQL sub-queries (One query
about accommodation, and one query about attraction).

Figure 3: Semantic query expressed in SPARQL and its decomposi-
tion

5 Implementation and experimental results

In this section, we present some experiments we per-
formed to assess the effectiveness of the ontology map-

ping development rules, and to verify that the proposed
approach can contribute to help users resolving seman-
tic interrogation tasks.

5.1 Prototype

A prototype is developed using Java (j2sdk 1.4.2), OWL-
API [1], and Java WordNet Library (jwnl) for ontol-
ogy mapping discovery and semantic query processing.
The prototype that has a user-friendly GUI (Figure 4),
has been implemented in order to experiment and verify
that the proposed approach is doable.

Figure 4: Snapshot of the ontology mapping discovery tool

To perform the ontology mapping discovery process,
some parameters such as the mapped ontologies, infor-
mation for the similarity methods combination, thresh-
old, and weights, are given in an input configuration.
The output ontology mapping can be formalized in the
following standard formats: OWL, RDF/XML, SWRL
[12], and XSLT [3].

5.2 Empirical Experiment

We evaluated our algorithm on the benchmark ontolo-
gies from the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative
(OAEI 2005, [9]). The benchmark ontologies consist
of versions of a base ontology, where different aspects



have been changed. For most of the following tests,
we focus on six interesting ontologies: In two cases
(ontologies 10 and 227 from the test suite), all names
and labels have been replaced with synonyms or for-
eign words, and in four cases, independently developed
"real-world" ontologies that describe the same domain
have been used (304, 615, 997, 1072).

We tested various techniques to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our algorithm using information retrieval met-
rics such as precision, recall and F-measure [4]. The
results in figure 5 show that the configuration that com-
bines different similarity methods performs better or
equal than the configuration with only one similarity
method.

Figure 5: Comparison of different configurations of our algorithm

To find out what value for the threshold is best, we
took a closer look at ontologies 615. Figure 6 shows the
relation between the threshold and the precision, recall
and F-measure on ontologies 615.

Figure 6: Relation between threshold and precision, recall and F1 for
ontologies 615

In this ontology, precision and recall at threshold 0
are lower. When raising the threshold, recall drops only
slightly while precision increases rather quickly. Max-
imum F-measure is reached at a threshold between 0.7
and 0.85. We have to conclude that the best cut-off

value for our mapping algorithm depends strongly on
the dataset.

6 Conclusions

The increasing popularity of the semantic Web poses
new challenges for ontology mapping. If we accept
that mapping ontologies can provide a better knowl-
edge management of the heterogeneous sources on the
semantic Web, then issues of inconsistency and incom-
pleteness need to be addressed. Therefore ontology map-
ping systems that operate in this environment should
have the appropriate mechanisms to cope with these is-
sues. In this paper, we have presented a three-layer
framework to (semi-)automatically resolving semantic
interrogation tasks, and enabling runtime semantic in-
teroperability across heterogeneous information systems
using semantic web technologies. We have implemented
a tool to support this task and presented some experi-
mental results.

As a perspective of our work, we plain to treat the
maintenance of the mappings: if some changes occur
in the local ontologies, some of the mappings may be-
come inconsistent; the problem is therefore to detect
the inconsistent mappings and to propagate the changes
into the mapping definitions.
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